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RollerMouse mobile
smaller in size – not in functionality
The RollerMouse mobile is your new ergonomic mouse on the go. It’s a compact version of Contour’s well-
known centred mouse, which places your hands in front of you in a natural and relaxed position. By using the 
rollerbar, you naturally vary your working position, as you use both hands to navigate the cursor. You avoid the 
micro-movements typical of one-handed mice and touchpads on laptops – movements that increase the risk 
of mouse arm. Whether you’re a home worker, a travelling consultant, a student or working in a free-seating 
workplace, the RollerMouse mobile can prevent and relieve tension and pain in your body.

Smaller in size – not in functionality
Although the RollerMouse mobile is a lot smaller than Contour’s previous mo-
dels, its functionality hasn’t been compromised. RollerMouse mobile has a 
wide roller bar with high precision and a dual sensor that guarantees the 
same functionality as other RollerMouse models – despite its smaller size.

Painless work on the go
As the RollerMouse Mobile is small, compact and wireless, you can effort-
lessly carry it with you on the go, so you can work without tension and pain 
wherever you are. It’s easy to fold the cover around to prevent damage, and it 
doesn’t take up a lot of space.

Customize it to your needs
The RollerMouse mobile has five programmable buttons that can be set to 
your favourite shortcuts. If you often use copy/paste, your work will only get 
easier.

Top-class precision
The RollerMouse mobile has several DPI levels, which controls the speed 
and precision of the cursor. The DPI level can be set at different levels all 
the way up to 3000 DPI, which makes your work efficient and more precise. 
Enjoy!
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Technical specifications
Width: 30.5 cm
Depth: 6.5 cm
Height: 2.3 cm
Weight: 0,360 kg
Material (RollerMouse): Fully cast aluminium shell
Material (Cover): Alcantara
Integrated wrist wrest: No
Cursor speed (DPI): Choose between cursor speeds ranging from 600 dpi to 3000 dpi.
Buttons/Functions:   5 programmable buttons
Connection: Wired USB, Wireless via wireless USB connector or Bluetooth 4.0
Driver: Plug-and-play installation via USB – no drivers needed
Included cable: USB-C to USB-A cable
Warranty: 2 years from date of purchase
Compatibility: OSX and Windows
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Functions

A   On / Off function.

B   Left click. Use the large left button to left click.

C  Copy. The ‘one touch’ copy button.  

D  Scroll wheel. Move up and down, middle click and auto-scroll lock.

 E  Paste. The ‘one touch’ paste button.

F  Right click. Use the large right button to right click.

G   Rollerbar. Roll the bar up, down, and sideways to move the cursor.  

 Cursor speed adjustment. Quick and easy speed selection. Get high precision  with a click. Choose between  

 cursor speeds ranging from 600 dpi to 3000 dpi.
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